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There are defects in the regulation of the patent right of design in our country’s 
law at present, this leads to frequent right conflict about the design patent. This article 
will deal with the cases and the discussion of reasons for the design patent right 
conflict in theoretical and practical judgment. The entire article is based on practical 
examples and comparative method. The article also includes the solution to the design 
patent conflict right which is based on substantive law and proceedings. The article is 
divided into four chapters except prologue and ending. 
Chapter One: the summaries of design protection in law. First it introduces the 
concept of design throughout the world and introduces the feature of design in our 
country and expounds whether “beautiful” or “new design” is the feature of the design. 
Second it introduces the course and pattern of design protection in law home and 
abroad. It also introduces the range and grant examination of the design patent. The 
purpose of the chapter is to provide the basis of the following discussion. 
Chapter Two: Relative right conflict behavior correlated with the design patent . 
First it summarizes the right conflict of the intellectual property. It ascertains the 
definition and its range. Second it classifies the right conflict about design patent and 
explains the behavior in right conflict between design patent and the same sort 
intellectual property or the different sort intellectual property with examples. It 
provides the practical cases for research. 
Chapter Three: The reason for right conflicts about design patent right. First it 
discusses the reason for right conflicts about design patent right between the design 
patent right and the same sort intellectual property, and points out the defects of regime 
drawn is the mostly reason. Second it discusses the reason for conflicts between design 
patent right and the different sort intellectual property from third aspect. 
Chapter Four: Solution to right conflict about design patent right. First it 
discusses the methods for solving the conflict in practice and expounds two methods. 
One method is to change the law frame and the other is to unchange the law frame. 
Second it discusses the defects in procedure of administrative redress for right conflict 














feasibility of the judicial direct redress.  
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第二节  外观设计法律保护评述 
 
一、国外外观设计法律保护概述 
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